CITY OF NEWPORT BEACH

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
100 Civic Center Drive
Newport Beach, California 92660
949 644-3200
newportbeachca.gov/communitydevelopment

January 4, 2018

Via FedEx and email (Edward.Curtis@fema.dhs.gov)
Mr. Ed Curtis, Engineer
FEMA Region IX
1111 Broadway, Suite 1200
Oakland, CA 94607
Re:

Response to FEMA’s Request for Additional Information dated November 21, 2017 and Request
for Scientific Resolution Panel
Case No.: 12-09-1324S
Docket No.: FEMA-B-1673

Community:
City of Newport Beach, CA
Community No.: 060227

Dear Mr. Curtis,
The City of Newport Beach (“City”) thanks the Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”) for
FEMA’s initial review of the City’s appeal submittals dated August 30, 2017, and September 6, 2017,
(“Appeal”) regarding requested revision of the Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map (“FIRM”), Flood
Insurance Study (“FIS”) report, and Base Flood Elevations (“BFE”) issued on August 15, 2016. The Appeal
includes a written opinion (the “Written Opinion”) of Dave Kiff, the City’s Chief Executive Officer and City
Manager, deciding that the evidence presented in support of the City’s Appeal is sufficient to justify an
appeal on behalf of 326 private owners and lessees of property in the City by the City in its own name,
and that the Appeal sets forth the data that tends to negate or contradict the Flood Insurance
Administrator’s proposed findings and revisions to the FIRM, FIS, and BFE. As a result, the City considers
the appeals of such private owners and lessees of property to be consolidated with the City’s Appeal.
The City is in receipt of FEMA’s response letter to the City dated November 21, 2017, wherein FEMA
requested additional information for the Newport Bay analysis. On December 6, 2017, the City sent FEMA,
by certified U.S. Mail and email, a request for an extension of time (from December 21, 2017 to January
20, 2018) to allow for the City to more completely respond to FEMA’s request for additional information.
On December 20, 2017, by email, you approved the extension, allowing for the City to have until January
20, 2018, to respond to FEMA’s letter dated November 21, 2017. With that background in mind, the City
offers the following in response to FEMA’s request for additional information dated November 21, 2017.
Additionally, the City has elected to request that the Appeal be resolved by a Scientific Resolution Panel
and concurrently submits the Scientific Resolution Panel Request Form and Community Submittal
Agreement regarding the Appeal and Written Opinion.
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Request No. 1
For purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), FEMA, in its flood hazard and risk mapping
effort, will only recognize coastal flood protection structures that meet, and continue to meet, minimum
design and maintenance standards that are consistent with the level of protection sought through the
comprehensive floodplain management criteria established by 44 CFR Part 60.3. Please submit a detailed
technical review of all coastal protection structures that are included in the flood hazard analysis and
mapping, demonstrating that the coastal flood protection structure will survive during the base flood.
Specific criteria for evaluating coastal structures are contained in FEMA Guidance for Flood Risk Analysis
and Mapping: Coastal Structures (November 2015).
Response to Request No.1
For the reasons stated in the City’s letter dated December 6, 2017, the City faces several obstacles
inhibiting its ability to prepare a detailed technical review of the 22.5 miles of seawalls that are included
in the flood hazard analysis and mapping. Notwithstanding, the City provides herewith information on
the seawalls following the certification requirement described under Section 2.2 Coastal Armoring
Structure Evaluation Based on Limited Data and Engineering Judgment of the FEMA Guidance for Flood
Risk Analysis and Mapping: Coastal Structures (November 2015). Section 2.2 states that the Mapping
Partner can apply engineering judgment to determine the likely stability of the seawall during the 1percent annual chance flood, and the conclusion can be based on archive and local observations, including
historical evidence of storm damage and maintenance.
The seawalls along Newport Bay and Balboa Islands were constructed in the early 20th century and rebuilt
in 1922. See historical sheet Exhibit 1-C included with this correspondence. The City takes a proactive
approach with regard to ensuring proper seawall elevation to minimize flooding from storm events and/or
sea level rising. The guidelines in harbor resource document now requires all new seawall elevation be at
10 ft. as required by the City’s 2017 Harbor Design Guidelines (Resolution No. 2017-22, adopted April 11,
2017). Here is some additional information regarding the City’s ongoing seawall maintenance and flood
impact minimization efforts:
•

•
•
•
•
•

The top of the seawall around Balboa Island ranges in elevation from 7.6 to 8.7 ft. On October
10, 2017, the City Council awarded a contract to Bosco Constructors Inc. to raise 7,400 linear feet
of the concrete seawall cap on the north, south, and west sides of Balboa Island by 9’’ in elevation,
reference contract number 7066-1.
The City’s Municipal Operations Department (MOD) will maintain access to public beaches and
will provide barriers as required 48 hours ahead of high tide or storm event.
The City owns and maintains approximately 20 percent of the 22.5 miles of seawall shown in the
attached Exhibits 1-A & 1-A.1.
The City’s Public Works Department administered the contract for maintenance of the seawall
from 1977 to 2008. See Exhibit 2-A for a summary of the work history done on Balboa Island and
Little Balboa Island during that timeframe.
MOD currently administers the contract for maintenance of the seawall.
The City’s Community Development Department requires all new development of property
located adjacent to the harbor to have an evaluation of the existing seawall as condition of
approval for those sites, and will require the seawall’s repair or replacement if conditions are
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warranted. A list of properties with seawall construction or maintenance permits issued by the
City for repair or replacement of the seawall is attached herewith. See Exhibit 1-B & 1-B.1.
Historical data indicates that since the seawalls were constructed, they have experienced many high water
level events; some resulted in flooding in local areas. The City staff is often engaged in survey of the
seawall pending an event. MOD staff also takes any reports of damage and assigns city crew to repair
seawall(s) as required. On one particular flood event that happened on January 10, 2005, the high tide
was recorded as peaking at 7.73 ft. NAVD, very close to 1-percent SWEL of 7.88 ft. NAVD. Besides some
local flooding, there has been no reported damage of seawall failure in Newport Harbor, including the
flood event on January 10, 2005, ordinary wear and tear excepted.
Based on the fact that the seawalls have already experienced a high water event close to the 1-percent
SWEL event and have sustained several other high tide events without issue, the City concludes, based on
archive and local observations including historical evidence of storm damage and maintenance, that the
seawalls included in the flood hazard analysis and mapping at issue will be stable during a 1-percent
annual chance flood event. See attached exhibits.
Request No. 2
Submitted raster data for the seawalls around Newport Bay do not accurately represent conditions on the
ground for the following reasons:
•

•

Survey data point density is very low with considerable interpolation between survey points.
Higher density of survey points for individual seawalls is needed to interpolate between points,
particularly in areas where individual seawalls for each property are present.
The width of the seawall crests in the raster dataset is about 20 ft. whereas the actual width of
the seawall crests is generally less than 5 ft.

Please modify the seawall raster dataset used in the HEC-RAS model to accurately represent ground
conditions.
Response to Request No.2
It is the City’s understanding that the objective of the seawall height survey additional information is to
identify the location and height of the seawalls for the use of the HEC-RAS model to simulate flood extent
in Newport Bay. As shown in Figure 1 below, most of the seawall segments along the shoreline of Balboa
Island and Newport Bay are straight and of uniform height, which can be confirmed by two survey points
each at the two ends of a seawall segment. Hence, the density of the survey points already submitted by
the City is sufficient to meet FEMA’s stated objective of accurately representing ground conditions. The
survey team kept very detailed field notes and photos to ensure all the necessary detail of the seawalls
was captured. Example survey field notes and photos are provided in Figures 2 and 3 below.
The HEC-RAS model simulates flow overtop the seawall using a weir formula and the cell width of
approximately 20 ft. shown in the raster dataset is irrelevant. The cells along the seawalls are only used
to define the locations and heights of the seawalls. Since the City is setting up the HEC-RAS model to
simulate the entire Newport Harbor and Bay, the City tried to limit the cell size to be not smaller than
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approximately 20 ft. Reducing the cell size along the seawall to approximately 5 ft. will not affect the
model simulated flood extents.
Request No. 3
The wind wave estimation was done using the median wind speed. This approach is not consistent with the
study objective of looking at the 1 percent-annual-chance coastal flood event. Please examine wave effects
from wind speeds concurrent with the surge return event period of interest.
Response to Request No.3
The effect of waves on flood extent for the Newport Harbor area (AE Zone) was not considered in the
hydrodynamic modeling using the HEC-RAS model. Not including the effect of waves in mapping the flood
extent of the Newport Harbor is consistent with the approach used in the FEMA Open Pacific Coast (OPC)
Study. The City substituted the “bathtub” approach used in the OPC study with the use of more accurate
2D hydrodynamic modeling to map the flood extent in Newport Harbor area. However, per the request
of Mr. Ed Curtis during a meeting at the City on June 15, 2017, to go over the City’s technical analyses, the
City provided the typical wind wave conditions for Newport Harbor with its original appeal submittals.
In the OPC Study, three different approaches were developed for mapping the flood hazard in protected
or sheltered waters. For Newport Bay, the “basic” treatment was implemented. Under the basic
treatment, the 1-percent-chance still water elevation (SWEL) was extended from the open coast into the
bay, which defined the extent of the AE Zone. According to the OPC documentation (IDS Submittal 1, pg.
56), the basic approach is justifiable where “there is very low exposure to wave energy and no VE zones
are expected.” The OPC study (IDS Submittal 1, pg. 42) further states that “Newport Bay is one of nine
embayments along the CA coastline assessed by BakerAECOM to determine the necessity for detailed wave
analysis, as requested by FEMA. It was determined that Newport Bay is almost completely sheltered from
wave energy from the open coast, and has relatively short fetches within the Bay. Flooding is likely due to
SWEL alone; therefore, a more detailed analysis is not required.”
In addition, even if wave effect is considered, it would not be appropriate to examine the wave effects
from 1-percent wind speeds concurrent with the SWEL as suggested. This would pair a 1-percent-chance
wind-wave event with a 1-percent-chance SWEL, resulting in a 0.01-percent event with return period on
the order of 10,000 years.
Request No. 4
Long (swell) wave energy will penetrate the Newport Bay entrance channel. Depending on the frequency and
direction of the swell waves and the nearshore bathymetry, this may have a significant effect on flooding in
the bay. Please examine long wave penetration and evolution of long wave energy into Newport Bay as a
contributing factor to flooding.
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Response to Request No.4
Please see response to Request No. 3 above regarding why swell is not considered. Nevertheless, the City
provides the following information regarding typical swell conditions in Newport Harbor for FEMA’s
reference.
Although both stations are currently inactive, historical data is available for the Coastal Data Information
Program (CDIP) at Huntington Beach and Dana Point that spans 1992-2001 and 2000-2016, respectively.
The mean wave height and peak period are similar at both stations; specifically, the mean wave height
and peak period are approximately 2.6 ft. and 13.3 sec at Huntington Beach, and 3.0 ft. and 13.7 sec at
Dana Point. As for wave direction, only the station at Dana Point had available data. The data shows that
the most significant wave directions were determined to come from the south, west, and south-southwest.
In lieu of conducting wave modeling, a simple wave diffraction analysis was conducted to provide a quick
estimate of penetration of offshore swells through the harbor inlet channel into Newport Harbor. Figure
4 below shows the approximated wave diffraction coefficients for a few locations along Balboa Island and
Little Balboa Island for a wave direction of 191° from true north (average of the most common wave
directions from south and south-south-west based on Dana Point data). As shown in Figure 4, the wave
diffraction coefficient (K) along the southern face of Balboa and Little Balboa Islands ranges from
approximately 0.02 to 0.03. Even at the corner of Little Balboa Island which directly faces the inlet channel,
the diffraction coefficient is only 0.14. Based on the mean wave height of 2.6 ft. to 3.0 ft. outside of the
harbor entrance, the corresponding waves reaching the southern face of Balboa and Little Balboa Islands
would only be between roughly 0.05 and 0.09 ft. in height. Swell wave heights further inside of the harbor
are expected to be even smaller. Only at the corner of Little Balboa Island, which directly faces the inlet
channel, swell wave height may reach about 0.4 ft.
Request No. 5
The Newport Bay HEC-RAS model was validated qualitatively by looking at flood extents for the Jan 10,
2005 flood event. Please provide additional model validation to ensure accuracy of the HEC-RAS model
using historic water level observations in Newport Bay. Below are a few examples of data sources that
may be used to complete this validation.
•
•

NOAA hourly tide data from the Newport Bay Entrance Channel (Station ID 9410580) from 19791994.
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Los Angeles District, Upper Newport Bay Model
Development- Baseline Conditions Analysis, 1998. This study validated an RMA hydrodynamic
model of Newport Bay using observed water level data from 1992 at various locations around the
bay.

Response to Request No.5
The comparison of the HEC-RAS model with an actual flood event is to validate the capability of the model
to simulate flooding in a coastal urban area due to overtopping of seawall. Generally, any twodimensional hydrodynamic model such as the HEC-RAS model can accurately simulate water elevations
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Figure 1.

Example Seawalls
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Google Earth

Google Earth

Google Earth

Figure 2.

Survey Locations on W Bay Avenue between 18th Street and 19th Street
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Figure 4. Wave Diffraction Coefficients for Newport Harbor
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Figure 5. Comparison of Water Surface Elevation Results at Dover Shore for June 11-12, 1992 & June
23-24, 1992 (HEC-RAS results shown in blue & red-orange, original USACE results shown in black)

Harbor Seawalls

EXHIBIT 1-A

City Maintained Seawalls

Sand Retention Walls (1,721 ft.)

Lower Castaways (265 ft.)

American Legion (336 ft.)

Marina Park (857 ft.)

Balboa Island (13,239 ft.)

Promontory (1,158 ft.)

Balboa Peninsula (2,217 ft.)

Rhine Channel (375 ft.)

Balboa Yacht Basin (1,370 ft.)

Rhine Wharf (343 ft.)

Corona Del Mar (175 ft.)

West Newport (1,722 ft.)

Total: 4.5 miles (23,779 ft.)
Seawall_Overview_ExistingOverview.mxd
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Properties with Seawall Construction or Maintenance Permits
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Attachment A: Summary of Appeal Information
NEWPORT BEACH SUMMARY OF APPEAL
Upon reviewing the Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS) for the
City of Newport Beach (City), the City has identified major issues and concerns with the data and methods
used by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to establish the Base Flood Elevations (BFEs)
and corresponding flood zones for the City, specifically the Newport Bay and Harbor as well as Newport
Coast. The City appeals FEMA’s analysis for the proposed FIRM, FIS, and BFEs based on the City’s finding
that FEMA’s analysis conducted for the AE zone is scientifically incorrect and the VE zone is technically
incorrect. In submitting its appeal, the City submitted a written opinion of Dave Kiff, the City’s Chief
Executive Officer and City Manager, deciding that the evidence presented in support of the City’s appeal
is sufficient to justify an appeal on behalf of the several private owners and lessees of property in the City
by the City in its own name, and that the appeal sets forth the data that tends to negate or contradict the
Flood Insurance Administrator’s proposed findings and revisions to the FIRM, FIS, and BFE. As a result,
the City considers the appeals of such private owners and lessees of property to be consolidated with the
City’s appeal.
SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC TECHNICAL ISSUES, ERRORS IN FEMA’S DATA, AND DIFFERENT TECHNICAL
PROCESSES SUBMITTED TO CONTEST THE FLOOD HAZARD DETERMINATION DATA PROPOSED BY FEMA
NEWPORT BAY AND HARBOR (AE ZONE)
For the AE Zone the City requests revisions of the flood boundaries. The City identified the following
major issues with the mapping of the FIRM’s flood boundary that the City found to be scientifically
incorrect:
(1) The topographic data used in mapping the flood zone did not incorporate the seawall elevations
of Newport Bay, especially those along Newport Peninsula and the Balboa Islands.
(2) The use of the “bathtub” model to map the flood extent is incorrect.
Following the FEMA guidelines (FEMA 2009), the City provides the following data and new analysis—based
on a more scientific and accurate method--to support the City’s request for revision to the flood
boundaries shown in the Preliminary FIRM for the AE Zone within the City.
The bathtub approach is scientifically incorrect and does not provide an accurate model for flood
mapping. The City believes that the use of 2D hydrodynamic modeling is critical for providing accurate
flood mapping for the AE Zone of Newport Bay and Harbor.
Hence, the City used the FEMA-approved HEC-RAS model (version 5.0) to conduct flood modeling of the
Newport Bay and Harbor. HEC-RAS version 5.0 includes 2D flood routing capabilities and allows a timevarying stage hydrograph that can be used to simulate tidal forcing at the ocean boundary. Figure 2a
shows the HEC-RAS model domain for the Newport Bay and Harbor. In setting up the model, the City
started with the Newport Beach topographic data that was used in the Open Pacific Coast (OPC) Study
provided to the City by FEMA’s mapping contractor Ms. Karin Ohman, and added the seawall elevation
survey data to the model. Figure 2b provides an example of the model grid setup with seawall data.
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Specifically, the figure shows a zoomed view of the computational mesh, and the modeled seawall, which
surrounds the corners of Balboa Island and Little Balboa Island. For the HEC-RAS model, the effect of
waves on flooding was not considered because the waves in the Newport Harbor are generally very small.
Since the Harbor is sheltered by land, no significant ocean swell is expected to penetrate within, and the
wave conditions in the harbor are likely to be governed by local wind waves instead. Figure 3 shows a
wind rose developed based on available wind data from the nearby Balboa Pier (Station no. H0498) for
the period from June 2004 through May 2008 (MesoWest 2017). As shown in the figure, the majority of
the winds come from the southwest quadrant, while calm winds (speeds below 2 mph) were reported
over 37% of time. Based on the wind data, the median wind speed for the given period was calculated to
be 3 mph. Using this median wind speed, wind waves across three example fetches in the Harbor (shown
in Figure 4) were estimated using the ACES program within the CEDAS (version 4.03) suite of programs
developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Veri-Tech, Inc. 2010). Table 1 presents the wave heights
and corresponding fetch lengths resulting from this analysis, and shows that typical wind waves in
Newport Harbor are expected to be less than or equal to 0.1 ft. in height.
NEWPORT COAST (VE ZONE)
The proposed BFE’s for the VE Zone are technically incorrect. For the VE Zone that applies along the open
coastline of the City, the City requests revisions for both the BFEs and flood zone boundaries. The City
agrees with the methodology used for this VE Zone, but disagrees with the select use of a few nonrepresentative beach transects to calculate the BFEs. Instead, the City proposes an improved approach
that uses existing beach slope data to calculate the BFEs. In addition, the City has a program, which has
been active since the 1960s, for constructing beach berms along the Newport Peninsula as needed prior
to high wave events to protect houses and public facilities from flooding. The policy for constructing
winter beach berms when needed is written in both the City’s Storm Action Plan (attached) and Local
Coastal Plan. Hence, the beach berm program should be considered in the determination of the most
likely winter profile and subsequent overtopping analysis. Details of the City’s Beach Berm Program are
provided in the attached document, entitled “Balboa Peninsula Flood Protection Program: Evolving
Measures to Protect the Peninsula from Flooding Due to High Tides and Waves.”
In the OPC Study documentation, a “backshore feature” was loosely defined as a backshore crest or beach
transition point. Overtopping extent was then calculated at the selected backshore feature, using the 1%
TWL calculated at the foreshore. The VE Zone was mapped to the inland limit of the calculated
overtopping extent caused by the 1% TWL overtopping of the backshore feature. In the OPC Study
documentation, the authors state that before overtopping analysis is performed, it is important to first
estimate whether the beach profiles extracted from the study terrain exhibit beach profile conditions that
exist just before the occurrence of an episodic winter storm (IDS#3, pg. 33). Due to the City’s Beach Berm
Program described in the “Newport Coast (VE Zone)”section above and detailed in City of Newport Beach
(2017), the raw beach profile data extracted from the study terrain represents a condition that is highly
unlikely to precede a large winter storm event. Figure 13 shows examples of beach berms constructed at
various locations throughout the City.
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
•
•

On August 15, 2016, FEMA issued the Preliminary FIRM, FIS report, and BFEs
On April 12, 2017, the City issued a comment letter to FEMA to request that the preliminary FIRM,
FIS, and BFEs be revised.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On June 15, 2017, the City met with FEMA representatives Mr. Ed Curtis and Ms. Karin Ohman.
At that meeting, suggestions were made by FEMA to the City to improve the analysis and provide
additional documentation as follows:
o Model must be set up to create and re-create historical run.
o Include wind effects such as wind set up and wind wave effect.
o Sea wall elevation data to be provided by a licensed surveyor
On August 30, 2017, the City submitted a letter of appeal with supporting documents.
On September 6, 2017, the City submitted additional supporting analysis for its appeal.
On November 21, 2017, the City received a letter from FEMA requesting additional information.
On December 6, 2017, the City requested an extension to provide the additional data in response
to FEMA letter dated November 21, 2017.
On December 20, 2017, Mr. Ed Curtis, by e-mail, approved the requested extension of the City
allowing the City to respond to FEMA’s November 21, 2017 letter on or before January 20, 2018.
On December 21, 2017, the City forwarded Mr. Ed Curtis via e-mail a letter requesting an
affirmation of a resolution letter to the City’s appeal and requesting clarification on the ability of
the City to request resolution of the appeal by a Scientific Resolution Panel (SRP).
On December 21, 2017, Mr. Ed Curtis e-mailed the City with an acknowledgement that a formal
resolution letter regarding the City’s appeal would issue regardless of outcome, and that the City
could request a SRP within thirty days of the issuance of the resolution letter.

FEMA has indicated that formal letters memorializing the emails of Mr. Ed Curtis granting the City’s
extension request and confirming the SRP request timeline are forthcoming. As of January 3, 2018, the
City is not in receipt of such letters. The City has elected to file a request for its appeal to be resolved by
a SRP within the initial 120 period during which the City is allowed to request a SRP. Should the SRP
request additional data or analysis from the City or clarification on information submitted with the appeal,
please advise.
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